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Deadly numbers
Russia's “special military operations” in Ukraine began on February 24, 2022. Since
then, the Kyiv government has been keeping a toll of Russian fatalities throughout the
conflict.
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Statistics as a weapon
The Ministry of Defence of Ukraine has been sharing the daily death toll of Russian
troops. With the use of impressive graphics and comparisons (such as football fields),
they are very effective at putting the horrors of war into simple terms.
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The real question
So, how many Russian soldiers have died in Ukraine? The Ukrainian Ministry of
Defence has confirmed about 123,080 enemy casualties as of January 25, 2023.
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Kremlin numbers
Meanwhile, Russian data has been opaque, to say the least. Russian Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu declared in late September that about 6,000 Russian soldiers had died
in Ukraine, according to Reuters. It's hard to find anything more recent than that.
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Roughly equal on either side
Meanwhile, US high-ranking military officials have stated that the death toll at the
end of 2022 was roughly over 100,000 for Russians and the same number for
Ukrainians.
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Yet another estimation
General Eirik Kristoffersen, Norway's Chief of Defense, told Radio France
International in late January that his government estimated 180,000 losses for the
Russian army and 100,000 for Ukrainian forces, plus 30,000 civilian deaths in
Ukraine.
Pictured: Kristoffersen in the Oslo Pride Parade in 2021.
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War accounting
In any case, local authorities in Ukraine not only share a death toll that they update
every day, but they also report the damage inflicted on Russian armament and
military equipment.
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Logistical damage
For instance, the Ukrainian Ministry of Defence reported that the Russian military
had lost 3161 tanks, 6307 armored vehicles, 290 military jets, and 18 warships and
boats, after eleven months of fighting the war.
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Spoils of victory
Much of the damaged military equipment seized from the enemy has been put on
display throughout Ukraine to boost the local population's morale.
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The numbers go up
Almost a year after the start of the war, the numbers of those affected by the war
continue to add up with no end in sight.
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From Ruble to rubble
Billions of US dollars, Euros, and Rubles invested in military equipment now lie
destroyed in the field. Who knows how much longer it can go on?
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Bias
However, it's important to remember that when talking about official numbers given
by local authorities in the middle of a conflict, they are not free from bias. Ukraine's
Minister of Defense also reveals the human suffering of war.
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Homeless Ukrainians in their homeland
“Since February 24, at least 140,000 residential buildings have been destroyed or
damaged. The number of Ukrainians left homeless already exceeds 3.5 million”,
Ukraine's Minister of Defence posted on Twitter back in the summer and numbers
have only gone up since then.
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Hospitals, pharmacies, doctors
“In 5 months of the large-scale war, over 830 Ukrainian health care facilities were
affected by Russian terror”, the Defence Ministry tweeted. “More than 500
pharmacies have been destroyed/damaged, around 200 ambulances have been
damaged; at least 18 doctors killed and 43 injured”.
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'Russia is a terrorist state'
To highlight the atrocities of war, the Ministry of Defense shared images of Russian
attacks on social media with the tag #russiaisaterroriststate.
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Presidential request
Ukrainian President Volodymir Zelensky requested, through the Defence Ministry, to
end the war as soon as possible. He requested the aid of the Ukrainian people to
obtain peace.
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'Freedom always wins'
“Time is priceless and every day is measured in human lives. The more people join us
in defending freedom and truth, the sooner Russia’s war against Ukraine will end.
Prove that freedom always wins!”, declared Volodymyr Zelensky.

Of course New Yorkers are furious at the red carpet rolled out for the migrant wave
Opinion by Post Editorial Board - New York Post

Nothing could have pleased New Yorkers more than Mayor Eric Adams finally putting
his foot down this week and sweeping dozens of protesting migrants camped outside
the Watson Hotel in Midtown.

Until Wednesday, everyone outside of the political and activist class was
dumbfounded by both City Hall’s major largesse and activists’ extremism in fueling
the migrants’ demands.

“Ingrates,” we heard New-Yorkers-in-the-street describe the migrants who refused
transfer from the hotel to the Brooklyn center. These men (all single) enjoyed $300-a-
night private rooms (with bath and shower) in the heart of Midtown, luxuries
most taxpayers envy.

It’s “bulls—,” fumed Bonfilio Solis, a Mexican immigrant who owns a remodeling
business. He told The Post that the migrants were being “very disrespectful.”

https://nypost.com/2023/02/01/nypd-sanitation-conducts-sweep-of-migrants-camped-on-street-outside-nyc-hotel/
https://nypost.com/2023/02/01/mexican-immigrant-blasts-nyc-migrants-who-expect-hotel/
https://nypost.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2023/02/PolarisPolaris07564336.jpg


Of course New Yorkers are furious at the red carpet rolled out for the migrant
wave©°Provided by New York Post

The migrants have refused to leave the Watson Hotel.Polaris
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A new Quinnipiac poll shows that a majority of New York residents agree with the
mayor that the 40,000-plus migrants who’ve descended on Gotham (so far) have
pushed the city to a breaking point and should be moved upstate.

New Yorkers are generous and big-hearted, but the slew of free stuff for migrants —
meals, health care, haircuts, cellphones, ping-pong tables and X boxes — has
ordinary folks squawking big-time.

The city has a hard enough time providing emergency shelter for homeless citizens
(who don’t get the free stuff), let alone strangers who chose to come here. That the
advocates insist all migrants should live large only infuriates the public.s, the Biden
administration’s ultimately to blame here, for opening the border at the behest
of national “advocates.” But “sanctuary city” used to mean simply protecting illegal
immigrants from deportation — not insanely generous support for every migrant who
crosses the border illegally.
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Hence the cheers when City Hall stopped worrying about what the advocates think,
and started thinking like the city’s voters.

New Chinese Spy Balloon, Same Old Silence From the Pentagon
Kaitlin Lewis - Newsweek

U. S. officials have confirmed reports that a different Chinese surveillance balloon
was spotted over Latin America on Friday, less than a day after one was seen flying
in U.S. airspace.

Pentagon Press Secretary Brig. Gen. Pat Ryder speaks during a news briefing at the
Pentagon on February 3, 2023, in Arlington, Virginia. On Friday, the U.S. Defense
Department confirmed that a second Chinese surveillance balloon had been spotted

in South America.© Alex Wong/Getty Images

"We are seeing reports of a balloon transiting Latin America," the Pentagon said in a
statement. "We now assess it is another Chinese surveillance balloon."
"We have no further information to provide at this time," defense officials added.

The brief statement arrived after the Department of Defense (DOD) confirmed
Thursday that officials had been monitoring a different Chinese surveillance balloon
that was seen hovering over the U.S. for several days. The balloon, which the Chinese
Foreign Ministry has identified as a "civilian airship," was last seen over Missouri on
Friday afternoon.

Chinese Spy Balloon Live Updates
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The administration of President Joe Biden has received a wave of
backlash from Republicans for its response to the balloon, including the lack of
communication to lawmakers and the public. Georgia Republican Marjorie Taylor
Greene tweeted Friday evening that House members didn't learn about the orb's
existence until media reports on Thursday.

Republican senators also took to Twitter expressing their disappointment in Biden's
decision not to shoot the balloon down, as the president followed the advice of his
military brass. According to DOD officials, destroying it could pose a threat to
civilians on the ground due to potential debris.

The lack of information about the second surveillance object reignited calls for Biden
to take action, including from Tennessee Republican Senator Marsha Blackburn, who
tweeted on Friday, "First, shoot down the Chinese spy balloon over the United
States."
"Second, shoot down the one over Latin America," Blackburn added.
"Third, rebuild our military to stop China's global domination."

The Republican caucus of the House Judiciary Committee also pointed a finger at
Biden for spending the weekend out of the office, sharing a press
release on Twitter saying that the president will be in Camp David on Saturday and
Sunday.
"Joe Biden's on vacation while a CHINESE spy balloon flies over your home," the
committee added in the tweet.

Pentagon Press Secretary Brigadier General Pat Ryder of the Air Force told
reporters on Friday that the balloon floating above the U.S. will likely remain in
American airspace for "a few days."

Defense officials also believe that the object has "surveillance capabilities" despite
China's insistence that it's a research airship.
"The balloon has violated U.S. airspace and international law, which is
unacceptable," Ryder added at Friday's press conference.
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Although the Biden administration has allowed the balloon to remain in the sky, U.S.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken postponed a visit to China amid the outrage of the
surveillance device.

Newsweek has reached out to the White House for comment.

Pro-Putin Musician, Who Waved Dead Ukrainian's Skull Around On Stage, Shot
In The Head In Suspected 'Revenge Hit'
Radar Online

A pro-Putin musician, who once waved a dead Ukrainian’s skull around on stage,
was shot in the head in what is suspected to be a “revenge hit” for his anti-Ukrainian
behavior, RadarOnline.com has learned.

Mega; East2West© Radar Online

Igor Mangushev, 36, is currently in the hospital recovering from his near-fatal
injuries.

East2West© Radar Online

He was reportedly shot in the head on the night of February 3 while fighting in
Ukraine under Vladimir Putin’s mercenary chief, Yevgeny Prigozhin.
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According to Daily Star, the attack against Mangushev came roughly six months after
the Russian musician-turned-mercenary waved the Ukrainian skull on stage during a
concert in August.

Mega© Radar Online

“We’re alive and this guy is already dead,” the 36-year-old said at the time. "Let him
burn in hell. He wasn’t lucky. We’ll make a goblet out of his skull.”

One leading Russian expert, Mark Galeotti, told Daily Star the attack on
Mangushev’s life was likely a warning to Prigozhin, describing the shooting incident
as a “proxy attack.”

"I think we can safely describe this as a hit,” said Galeotti. "This could be a warning,
or taking a pawn off the board, or a sign that Mr. Prigozhin’s more thuggish rivals
feel he is weakened enough that they can move.”

Mangushev’s wife, Tatiana Azarevich, echoed Galeotti’s suspicions and suggested the
attack on her husband’s life was an inside job carried out by the pro-Russian side.

Mega© Radar Online

Azarevich also suggested the shooting incident was covered up by Russian authorities.
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“On the night of February 3 to 4 my husband was wounded in his head with a bullet
under unknown circumstances while in Stakhanov in Luhansk People's Republic,”
Mangushev’s wife said in a video.

Mega© Radar Online

“According to doctors it was a blind gunshot wound, a bullet lodged in his brain,
presumably a 9mm pistol bullet,” she continued.
"There has still been no investigation. Not even a criminal case has been opened,
even though, judging by the nature of the wound, this was an attempted murder."

“It is hard for me to talk right now,” Azarevich added. “I probably experienced today
almost the worst thing that could happen in my life.”

Mangushev’s wife also denied claims her husband was fighting in Ukraine as a
mercenary with Prigozhin’s Wagner Private Military Company and insisted
Mangushev was battling alongside Russia’s proper military brigade.

Following the alleged murder attempt on Mangushev’s life, it was revealed he was the
leader of a pro-Russian political movement with direct links to the Russian Federal
Security Service.

Social media posts made by Mangushev also showed him openly calling for Ukrainian
citizens to be executed.

Another blow for Putin after 10th senior commander killed fighting in Ukraine
Tom Sanders - Metro
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Putin loses another general in Ukraine war (Picture: REX)© Provided by Metro

Vladimir Putin has lost yet another general in the war in Ukraine, according to
reports.
Formerly retired Major-General Dmitry Ulyanov, 44, returned to active service as a
commander in Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
But he was killed in a firefight by a Ukrainian sabotage group earlier this week,
reports claim.
Ulyanov was previously a top paratrooper, and commander of the elite 98th Guards
Airborne Division.
He went to the current war commanding a regiment of mobilized motorized
infantrymen from Tatarstan.

Russian retired Major-General Dmitry Ulyanov, 44, who volunteered as a war
commander, was killed in Ukraine by a sabotage team (Picture:

East2West)© Provided by Metro
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Ulyanov had earlier served as the Chief of Staff of the 7th Airborne Division,
commander of the 1141st artillery regiment, and commander of the 98th Airborne
Division, say open sources.

Ulyanov is the first such high ranked commander to be killed for many months.
A family friend posted that he had been the son of a commander.
Related video: Russia- Ukraine war : Battle for eastern Ukraine heats up (WION)
Antonio Guterres said that the world may be heading towards a wider

‘Like his father did not sit in the rear, he went to the front line,’ said the eulogy.
‘Glory to the Hero! Glory to the Airborne Forces!’

The death means Putin has lost at least ten such senior commanders.
Reports last year named the following top brass killed in the war: Lt-Gen Yakov
Rezantsev, 48, Maj-Gen Andrei Kolesnikov, 45, Maj-Gen Andrey Sukhovetsky, , Maj-
Gen Vitaly Gerasimov, 44, Maj-Gen Vladimir Frolov, 54, Maj-Gen Andrei Simonov,
55, Maj-Gen Oleg Mityaev, 48, Maj-Gen Kanamat Botashev, 63, and Maj-Gen
Roman Kutuzov, 53.

Several other earlier claims of high ranking officers killed in the war were not
subsequently confirmed.

Mr Ulyanov is the tenth general to be killed during the invasion of Ukraine (Picture:
East2West)© Provided by Metro

Senior Ukrainian soldiers have also urged Russians to abandon their military posts
before they are killed.

Lieutenant General Yurii Sodol, head of Ukraine’s marines, said: ‘Before it’s too late,
run. Return to your Russian women or surrender, otherwise it’s the fate of a fertilizer
on someone else’s land; a black bag or disability awaits you – this is your “happy”
future.’

Putin is believed to be amassing an additional 500,000 soldiers to send to Ukraine
for a ‘major new offensive’ in the spring.
Ukrainian defence minister Oleksii Reznikov said: ‘Officially they announced 300,000
but when we see the troops at the borders, according to our assessments it is much
more.’
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The Institute for the Study of War claimed an ‘imminent’ Russian offensive is ‘the
most likely course of action.’

Putin Is Going to Be Mad: F-35 Stealth Fighters Are Now in Poland
Peter Suciu - 1945

Last month, the Royal Netherlands Air Force announced that it would deploy
eight Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II stealth fighters to Poland.

F-35© Provided by 1945

Four of those fighters will be employed to observe NATO's eastern airspace.
At the same time, an additional four will be used in allied training programs to
increase the international alliance's presence on the eastern flank and to promote
cooperation between its members.

"With eight fighter jets, the Netherlands contributes to the defense of NATO's eastern
flank," the Dutch Ministry of Defense announced via a statement.

F-35 Right on Russia's Doorstep
The aircraft arrived in Poland last week and will take over NATO air policing flights
in the Baltic Sea region. In addition to the fighters and pilots, approximately 150
personnel from the Royal Netherlands Air Force also have been deployed to the
Polish 22nd Tactical Air Base in Malbork, located approximately 60 km (37 miles)
southeast of Gdansk – home for all of the Polish Air Force's MiG-29 Fulcrums.

According to a report from TheAviationist, the Dutch military deployed its eight F-35
aircraft to Malbork with special tent hangars – erected jointly by 34 Dutch engineers
supported by Polish personnel.

Ready and Operational
A formation of six F-35s conducted their first training mission from the base last week,
under the control of the Combined Air Operations Centre in Uedem, Germany, in
collaboration with the Polish Air Force.
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"It is a great experience to deploy our advance fifth-generation jets here to
Malbork," said Lieutenant Colonel Guido Schols, Commander of the Netherlands F-
35 detachment.

"By sending eight F-35s, the Netherlands underline their commitment to collective
security in the region and contribute to showing NATO presence in the air," Schols
added.

"Four of our jets are earmarked for the Air Policing mission and the other four will
be available for training with our Allies. They can also be used immediately if the
situation so requires."

This is the second time this year that the Netherlands has deployed military personnel
to strengthen the eastern flank of NATO territory. In addition, the 22nd Tactical Air
Base has increasingly been used to host NATO partners and in the past year, it has
also seen Portuguese, Italian, and Turkish jets stationed there to help with the scope
of the Baltic Air Policing (BAP) missions.

F-35 Guarding NATO's Flank
It was last March, following Russia's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine, that U.S. Air
Force F-35s were also deployed to the region. A dozen F-35As from the 34th Fighter
Squadron, out of Hill Air Force Base (AFB), Utah, arrived at Spangdahlem Air Base,
Germany on Feb. 16, 2022, as Russian forces were continuing their build-up along
the borders of Ukraine.

Those aircraft then operated out of Romania's 86th Air Base, which is less than 100
miles from the Ukrainian border. Additional U.S. F-35s were deployed to Estonia and
Lithuania.

It is likely U.S. fighters will be rotated back to the region this spring.

Italy and France to supply long-range SAMP/T MAMBA air defense system to
Ukraine
News 360
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SAMP/T MAMBA
This was agreed in a telephone conversation between the Italian and French defense
ministers, Guido Crosetto and Sébastien Lecornu, respectively, the French
government said in a statement.

Photos in Gallery©/ Abaca

SAMP/T MAMBA
The SAMP/T MAMBA is the first European long-range anti-missile system of French-
Italian concept. Its provision to Ukraine responds to the urgency expressed by the
Ukrainian defense minister, Oleksii Reznikov, who has reiterated to his counterparts
the need to protect civilian populations and infrastructure against Russian attacks
from the air.
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SAMP/T MAMBA
Thus, the acquisition by Ukraine of a Thales GM200 radar on Wednesday, February
1, financed by France from the 200 million euro support fund, will reinforce the
effectiveness of the SAMP/T MAMBA system, which Paris and Rome will jointly
deliver.

Photos in Gallery©/ Abaca

SAMP/T MAMBA
The delivery of this system complements the support already provided by France and
Italy in terms of air defense and other segments, the Franco-Italian missive reads.
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SAMP/T MAMBA
The Italian and French defense ministers have also reaffirmed their determination to
continue supporting Ukraine.

Putin Ally Believes Ukraine War Will End Soon: 'The West Will Kneel'
Brendan Cole - Newsweek

Ramzan Kadyrov, the president of Chechnya whose troops are fighting for Moscow in
Ukraine, has reportedly said that the war will end by the end of the year with Russian
forces prevailing.

Chechnya leader Ramzan Kadyrov at the Kremlin in Moscow on September 30,
2022.© MIKHAIL METZEL/Getty Images
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An ally of Vladimir Putin, Kadyrov has criticized Russian commanders and aspects of
the Kremlin's military campaign in Ukraine, without condemning the Russian
president directly.

But despite months of downbeat assessments of Russia's military prowess, he still
suggested that Russia would win the war which would end "by the end of the year."
Then, he believed that European countries will "recognize the wrongness of their
actions."

"The West will kneel, and as usual, European states will have to cooperate in all
areas with the Russian Federation," he said. "There will not be and must not be any
other way," he added.

The comments were made in an interview with Chechen minister Akhmed Dudayev,
widely shared on Telegram and reported by news outlets such as Gazeta.ru.

Kadyrov also appeared to issue a threat to Poland over its support for Kyiv. In a post
on his Telegram channel on Monday, he said that Warsaw had depleted its own
military resources and wrote that perhaps after the war, "what if...Russia begins to
denazify and demilitarize the next country?"

The Kremlin has said one of the justifications for the war in Ukraine was to
"denazify" Ukraine, which has been dismissed internationally.

Kadyrov wrote that the "fight against Satanism should continue throughout Europe,
first of all on the territory of Poland."

Kadyrov and his commanders have regularly described the conflict in Ukraine as a
"holy war" against the "satanic" values of the West, a view which is sometimes
pushed on Russian state television.
Kadyrov said that Russia could assist in a referendum on independence for Silesia, a
region of Poland "that has earned a special independent status."

Newsweek reached out to the Polish foreign ministry for comment.

Kadyrov has tried to take a prominent role in the war in Ukraine. In October,
Kadyrov described General Alexander Lapin, who was dismissed as commander of
Russia's Central Military District, as "mediocre," following the withdrawal of
Russian troops from Krasny Liman in the Donetsk oblast.

Chechen troops fighting on the side of Moscow in Ukraine are known as
"Kadyrovtsy" or "Kadyrovites," named after their leader.

However, human rights activists say many Chechen soldiers were recruited against
their will and before the war, were accused of extrajudicial killings, kidnappings and
torture.

Earlier this month, Kadyrov appointed his 26-year-old nephew Khamzat Kadyrov as
Chechnya's deputy prime minister.
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Ukraine says Russians endure deadliest day so far as fighting intensifies in east
Olena Harmash - Reuters

Ukrainian service members ride a BMP-1 infantry fighting vehicle near the frontline
town of Bakmut© Thomson Reuters

KYIV (Reuters) -Ukraine said on Tuesday the last 24 hours were the deadliest of the
war so far for Russian troops, as Moscow pressed on with an intensifying winter
assault in the east bringing tens of thousands of freshly mobilized troops to the
battlefield.

The Ukrainian claim could not be independently verified and Russia has also claimed
to have killed large numbers of Ukrainian troops in recent weeks. Tallies of enemy
casualties from either side have typically been seen as unreliable, and Kyiv offered
few details of the latest battles.

Russia's attack on Ukraine continues, in Donetsk region© Thomson Reuters
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But the assertion that the fighting was the deadliest so far fits descriptions from both
sides of an escalating campaign of close contact trench warfare, which has left snow-
covered battlefields of eastern Ukraine littered with corpses.
The Ukrainian military increased its running tally of Russian military dead by 1,030
overnight to 133,190, and described the increase as the highest of the war so far. For
its part, Russia said it had inflicted 6,500 Ukrainian casualties in the month of
January.

Ukrainian servicemen stand at a self-propelled howitzer near the frontline town of
Toretsk© Thomson Reuters

The war is soon entering its second year at a pivotal juncture, with Moscow
attempting to regain the initiative while Kyiv holds out for Western tanks to mount a
counter-offensive later in 2023.

After Russia failed to capture the Ukrainian capital last year and lost ground in the
second half of 2022, Moscow is now making full use of hundreds of thousands of
troops it called up in its first mobilization since World War Two.

Kyiv and the West say Russia has been pouring troops and mercenaries into eastern
Ukraine in recent weeks in hopes of being able to claim new gains around the time of
the first anniversary of its full-scale invasion later this month.

The last few weeks have seen Russia boast its first gains for half a year. But the
progress has still been incremental, with Moscow yet to capture a single major
population centre in its winter campaign despite thousands of dead.
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Russia's attack on Ukraine continues, in Donetsk region© Thomson Reuters

Fighting has focused for months around the Ukrainian-held Bakhmut in eastern
Donetsk province, a city with a pre-war population of around 75,000. Russia has
made clear progress towards encircling it from both the north and south, but Kyiv
says its garrison is holding fast.

FILE PHOTO: A view shows a Russian Pantsir anti-aircraft missile system on
combat duty in the Luhansk region© Thomson Reuters

Moscow has also launched an assault further south against Vuhledar, a Ukrainian-
held bastion on high ground at the strategic intersection between the eastern and
southern front lines.
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Since the New Year, Western countries have pledged hundreds of tanks and armoured
vehicles to Ukraine to give it the firepower and mobility to push through Russian lines
and recapture occupied territory later this year.

A new U.S. package of weapons is expected to include longer-range rockets, which
would give Ukraine the ability to hit Russian supply lines in all of the territory it
occupies in Ukraine's mainland and parts of the Crimea peninsula.

But it will take months before they arrive, and meanwhile Ukraine faces a Russian
force with its manpower replenished by Moscow's call-up of reservists. Moscow says
the Western supplies of arms only widen and extend the conflict.

"The U.S. and its allies are trying to prolong the conflict as much as possible,"
Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu said on Tuesday in a conference call with
military officials.

"To do this, they have started supplying heavy offensive weapons, openly urging
Ukraine to seize our territories. In fact, such steps are dragging NATO countries into
the conflict and could lead to an unpredictable level of escalation."

His use of the phrase "our territories" appeared to refer to four Ukrainian provinces
Russia claimed to have annexed last year, as well as Crimea, which it seized from
Ukraine in 2014.

In a daily intelligence update, Britain's Defence Ministry said Russia's military had
been attempting since early January to restart major offensive operations to capture
Ukraine-held parts of Donetsk region, but had gained little ground so far.

The Russians "lack munitions and manoeuvre units required for a successful
offensive", it said.

"Russian leaders will likely continue to demand sweeping advances. It remains
unlikely that Russia can build up the forces needed to substantially affect the outcome
of the war within the coming weeks."

Ukrainian officials say Moscow could be accumulating weapons and reserves for an
even bigger push in coming weeks. The Ukrainian governor of Luhansk province
predicted a big Russian offensive there that could begin around Feb. 15.

The past few weeks meanwhile have seen a purge of Ukrainian officials in an anti-
corruption campaign, the first big shake-up of Ukraine's leadership since the war
began.

In his Monday evening address, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy said
personnel changes on the border and frontline would bolster Ukraine's military
efforts.

But he gave no indication about the fate of his defence minister, Oleksii Reznikov. The
head of a parliamentary faction of Zelenskiy's party had said on Sunday that Reznikov
would be replaced, but said on Monday no changes would be made this week.



(Additional reporting by Pavel Polityuk, Max Hunder, Ron Popeski, Nick Starkov,
Lidia Kelly Writing by Peter Graff Editing by Tomasz Janowski)

Spy Balloon Signaled China's Displeasure Over Three Issues: Stavridis
Andrew Stanton - Newsweek

Admiral James Stavridis said China may have sent a suspected spy balloon to the
United States to signal displeasure over three issues with U.S. policy in the Indo-
Pacific region.

Above, a photograph of Admiral James Stavridis speaking during a Senate hearing on
March 26, 2015 alongside an inset of Israeli-made Aerostat Balloon, which resembles
the suspected Chinese spy balloon that floated across the United States last week.

Stavridis on Monday named three issues China has with U.S. policy in the Indo-
Pacific that could have compelled them to escalate tensions by sending the balloon.

The balloon was first spotted over Billings, Montana, last Wednesday—sparking
national security concerns, as it violated both international law and U.S. airspace. It
floated across the United States in the following days before being shot down over the
Atlantic Ocean on Saturday.

The situation further strained relations between the United States and China, which
have sparred over Taiwan's right to self-governance as well as the Russia-Ukraine
war in recent months.

Following the discovery of the balloon, U.S. Secretary of State Antony
Blinken postponed a planned trip to Beijing, which was meant to quell tensions.
China, meanwhile, has condemned the U.S. for shooting down the balloon, arguing it
was merely a weather balloon that blew off course.
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During an appearance Monday on NBC News, Stavridis explained why China was
willing to risk heightened tensions with the U.S. to send the balloon.
"I think that what we have seen is a pretty direct signal to the United States of
displeasure, really about a couple of things," he said.

Here is an overview of the three issues Stavridis believes could have compelled China
to escalate tensions with the United States last week.

U.S. Base Agreement With Philippines
First, Stavridis suggested the balloon could have been signaling frustration over a
new deal between the United States and the Philippines. Following prior speculation,
the two countries announced last week that Washington would be granted access to
bases on the East Asian country's islands, countering China's influence in the region.

China condemned the deal, writing that it would "escalate regional tension and
undermine regional peace and stability."
"It is hoped that the Philippine side stays vigilant and resists from being taken
advantage of and dragged into trouble waters," the Chinese government wrote in a
statement.

Stavridis said China could be particularly enraged by the deal allowing the U.S.
access to bases on the northern island of Luzon, home to the Philippines' capital and
largest city, Manila.

New U.S. Base in Guam
He also pointed to the construction of a new Marine Corps base in the U.S. territory
of Guam as a potential point of contention between the two nations. Camp Blaz is the
first new base in 70 years, and, according to CNN, could host up to 5,000 Marines.

Experts say the base—which officially opened last month, just days before the balloon
was spotted over Montana—is aimed at deterring threats from China.

Kevin McCarthy's Possible Visit to Taiwan
Lastly, Stavridis said the balloon could have been a signal against House
Speaker Kevin McCarthy's potential trip to Taiwan.

Punchbowl News reported earlier in February that the Pentagon was beginning
preparations for a potential trip for the new House leader, prompting criticism from
China.

China considers Taiwan part of itself, while Taiwan views itself as independent.
While the U.S. does not officially recognize Taiwanese independence, it has said it
would support Taiwan if China were to launch military action against it.

"China opposes any form of official interaction between its Taiwan region and
countries having diplomatic ties with China. We hope U.S. lawmakers will abide by
the one-China principle and the three China-U.S. joint communiqués and refrain from
doing things detrimental to China-U.S. relations and peace and stability in the
Taiwan Strait," China Foreign Ministry spokesperson Mao Ning said last week.
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Newsweek reached out to China's Foreign Ministry for comment.

Why China and Russia are wary of the "Indian Air Force & Air Self-Defense
Force" training for fighting "virtual enemy aircraft
Friday Digital

On January 10, the Indian Air Force arrived in Japan for the first time at the Hyakuri
Air Base in Ibaraki, and has been conducting joint training exercises with the Air
Self-Defense Force for 10 days since January 16. The training exercise is said to have
a hidden “aim” of the JASDF.

The Indian Air Force’s main fighter jet, the Sukhoi 30, arrived at the Hyakuri Air
Base. Some of the pilots who came to Japan were women.© FRIDAY DIGITAL

The Sukhoi 30, the Indian Air Force’s main fighter jet, is participating in this training
exercise. This aircraft is also the main Russian fighter developed by a long-
established manufacturer from the days of the former Soviet Union,” said military
journalist Fumitaro Kuroi.

The Sukhoi 30 is a tandem double-seat aircraft with seats in the front and rear, and is
a multi-role aircraft capable of both ground and air attacks. It is a multi-role aircraft
capable of both ground and air attacks. It is capable of carrying large weapons such
as bombs and missiles, yet can reach a super high speed of Mach 2.3.

Japan is aware of the Sukhoi 30’s performance. In addition, the actual training will
provide us with valuable experience with this aircraft. Through this joint training, we
will be able to get a sense of what it is like to battle with a Russian-made fighter, a
‘virtual enemy aircraft. That is what the JASDF is aiming for.
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The Indian Air Force’s first visit to Japan was motivated by the desire to strengthen
cooperation with Japan in preparation for a possible Chinese invasion.

Naturally, China is wary of India’s moves. And what is more, in fact, China also has
a derivative of the ‘Sukhoi 30’ fighter as its mainstay. In other words, this joint drill
will allow the JASDF to learn about the performance and maneuverability of Russia’s
and China’s ‘virtual enemy aircraft.

In addition to the four F-2 fighters from Hyakuri Air Base, four F-15 fighters of the
Air Tactical Command, or “Aggressor Unit,” from Komatsu Air Base in Ishikawa
Prefecture are also taking part in the joint drill.

The pilots of the “Aggressor Unit” are among the most elite in the JASDF. The pilots
of the Aggressor Unit are among the most elite in the JASDF, and they provide
guidance on patrol at bases all over Japan. The seriousness of the JASDF is evident
in the fact that this unit is being deployed.

There is a risk that the Indian side will learn about the capabilities of Japanese
fighter aircraft, but they must have decided that the benefits outweigh that risk. There
is no doubt that they are conducting very advanced training, just as if they were in
actual combat.

The international situation is gradually becoming more and more tense. Even a single
joint training exercise is swirling with a variety of speculations.

Colonel Kapil of the Indian Air Force shaking hands with Air Vice Marshal Naohisa
Ishimura. He said, “This is a new step in deepening our strategic

relationship.© FRIDAY DIGITAL



China wants its downed spy aircraft back, saying it 'does not belong to the US'
Timothy Nerozzi - FOX News

The People's Republic of China is requesting the return of its surveillance aircraft
after the balloon was shot down over the continental United States.

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Mao Ning fielded questions Tuesday about
the incident, which dominated news cycles and commanded attention from U.S.
politicians.

US. forces haul debris from China's surveillance balloon onto a boat off the coast of
South Carolina. US Fleet Forces© US Fleet Forces

Asked for additional information regarding the purpose of the balloon and reports of
similar aircraft making routes through North American and South American airspace,
Mao declined.

"The Chinese side has given information about the unmanned airship on several
occasions. I don’t have anything to add at the moment," she stated.
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A memorial meeting for Jiang Zemin, a former general secretary of the Chinese
Communist Party, is held in the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, China, Dec. 6,
2022. Yin Bogu/Xinhua via Getty Images© Yin Bogu/Xinhua via Getty Images

The Pentagon said Thursday it "acted immediately to protect against the collection of
sensitive information" from the balloon. But geopolitical experts said there is little
reason to believe those efforts were successful, as the balloon almost certainly
transferred surveillance data over to China as it flew over several military bases.

Asked if China has requested the debris from the destroyed aircraft to be returned,
Mao said Tuesday, "The airship does not belong to the U.S. It belongs to China."

The suspected Chinese spy balloon drifts to the ocean after being shot down off the
coast in Surfside Beach, South Carolina, Feb. 4, 2023. Reuters/Randall

Hill© Provided by FOX News

Mao reiterated in her Tuesday press conference the Chinese Communist Party's claim
that the balloon was civilian in nature and criticized the U.S. government for not
acting in a "calm and professional manner."

"The unmanned Chinese airship is of civilian nature. Its unintended entry into U.S.
airspace is entirely unexpected and caused by force majeure. It didn’t pose any threat
to any person or to the national security of the U.S. The U.S. should have properly
handled such incidents in a calm and professional manner not involving the use of
force, yet they decided to do otherwise, which is a clear overreaction."
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An F-22 fighter jet takes off from Langley Air Force Base to shoot down China's spy
balloon. US NORCOM© US NORCOM

The Pentagon said Saturday that three similar spy balloons from China flew over the
U.S. during the Trump administration – a claim disputed by former Defense Secretary
Mark Esper and former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.

A senior administration official told Fox News that the existence of the Chinese spy
balloons over U.S. territory amid the Trump administration was not discovered until
the Biden administration took over.

'Like we woke up to hell': 7,700 dead in quake-battered Turkey, Syria; baby rescued
after being born under rubble: Live updates
John Bacon & Jorge L. Ortiz - USA TODAY

The death toll surpassed 7,700 people across Turkey and Syria on Tuesday as the
frantic search for survivors from two powerful earthquakes and a series of violent
aftershocks continued for a second day.

The temblors toppled more than 6,000 buildings. In Turkey alone, more than 24,000
rescue workers from around the world were picking through mammoth heaps of
debris seeking signs of life in a battle against time and pulling 8,000-plus people out
of the rubble.

Amid the overwhelming suffering and destruction there were moments of joy, such as
the rescue of several survivors under rubble for more than a day in the hard-hit Hatay
province of Turkey, and the discovery of a newborn clinging to life while still attached
to his dead mother's umbilical cord in northwest Syria.
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Rescue workers pull out a survivor from the rubble of a destroyed building in
Kahramanmaras, southern Turkey, on Feb. 8, 2023, a day after a 7.8 magnitude
earthquake struck the country's southeast.© ADEM ALTAN, AFP via Getty Images

But there was also a lot of despair.
“It’s like we woke up to hell,” said Osman Can Taninmis, whose family members
were still buried in debris in Hatay. “Help isn’t coming, can’t come. We can’t reach
anyone at all. Everywhere is destroyed.”

Turkey’s emergency management agency said the country's death count has
surpassed 5,400, with about 31,000 injured. An estimated 380,000 survivors have
taken refuge in government shelters or hotels.

"We are facing one of the biggest disasters not only of the history of the Turkish
Republic but also of ... the world," Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said.

Developments:
►Adelheid Marschang, a senior emergencies officer with the World Health
Organization, said up to 23 million people could be affected in the entire area hit by
the earthquake, calling it a “crisis on top of multiple crises.”
►Turkish Airlines said it shuttled 80 flights with almost 12,000 volunteers into the
earthquake zone in southern Turkey on Tuesday. CEO Bilal Eksi said the flights
would continue as long as necessary.
►The Palestinian Authority says 57 Palestinian refugees have died in the earthquake,
43 in Syria and 14 in Turkey.
►More than a dozen people in Turkey faced investigation for alleged “provocative”
earthquake social media postings authorities said tried to foment “fear and panic,”
local news media reported.
►Christian Atsu, a former striker with Chelsea and Newcastle in the British Premier
League, was rescued from the rubble of a collapsed building and being treated, the
Ghana Football Association tweeted. Atsu, 31, signed with a Turkish team last year.

Baby rescued after being born under rubble
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Residents digging through a collapsed building in northwest Syria discovered a
crying baby whose mother appeared to have given birth while buried beneath the
rubble, relatives and a doctor said Tuesday. The newborn girl’s umbilical cord was
still connected to her mother, Afraa Abu Hadiya, who died in the collapse, they said.

The baby was the only member of her immediate family to survive in the small town of
Jinderis, next to the Turkish border, Ramadan Sleiman, a relative, told The
Associated Press.

The physician, Hani Maarouf, estimated the baby was born several hours before
being found, given how much her temperature had dropped.
“Had the girl been left for an hour more, she would have died,” he said.

Also in Jinderis, a young girl was found alive buried in concrete under the wreckage
of her home.
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People warm themselves next to a collapsed building in Malatya, Turkey, Tuesday,
Feb. 7, 2023. Search teams and aid are pouring into Turkey and Syria as rescuers
working in freezing temperatures dig through the remains of buildings flattened by a
magnitude 7.8 earthquake.

California quakes not unlike those in Turkey
California and Turkey are not drastically different when it comes to earthquakes,
except they should be more frequent in California, said Robert Muir-Wood, chief
research officer at the risk management firm Moody’s RMS. Earthquakes in Turkey
are big, principally "strike-slip and on a broad plate boundary,” he said. Faults
that move horizontally are known as strike-slip faults.

Earthquake residential insurance penetration in Turkey is higher than in California,
but building code compliance is much better in California, Muir-Wood said.
"Such earthquakes should be at least twice as common in California," he said.



David Oglesby, a seismologist and professor of geophysics at the University of
California-Riverside, pointed out the notorious San Andreas fault that crosses most of
the state from north to south is also of the strike-slip variety.

Oglesby said buildings collapsing in a major earthquake are less of a danger in
California than objects falling on people. He cited a 2008 study by the U.S.
Geological Survey that estimated a magnitude 7.8 earthquake like Monday's would
cause more than 1,800 deaths, 50,000 injuries and $200 billion in damage if it struck
in Southern California.

"Downtown Los Angeles is built on a basin filled with soft sediment that would act
like a bowl full of Jell-O in a big earthquake,'' Oglesby said. "It’s not a matter of
if but when a quake of roughly this size hits Southern California. People need to take
precautions and be prepared.''

30 hours after collapse, survivors freed from rubble
In Turkey's southernmost Hatay province, the Daily Sabah reported that a 16-year-
old girl was rescued after being trapped under the debris of a five-story building for
nearly 22 hours. Five more survivors were found in the downtown Antakya district
nearly 30 hours after the quake. Rescue teams also dug out four other people in two
separate piles of wreckage nearby. A few hours later, teams extricated a mother and
her two daughters alive from under a building.

Crews also rescued a child and his big sister. Rescuers said they heard their cries
of “I’m scared, I can’t get out” as workers rushed to free them.

Health Minister Fahrettin Koca said more than 1,600 people were killed in Hatay, the
most of any of the 10 affected provinces and 30% of the Turkish total so far. Koca
said more than 1,800 have been rescued but efforts to come to the victims' aid have
been complicated by the airport closing after its runway was destroyed.

In Syria, no end in sight to suffering
In northwest Syria, the quake leveled towns in a region already under siege. Millions
of people have been displaced by a civil war that has dragged on for more than a
decade. The death toll in Syria has exceeded 1,800 -- about 1,000 of them in the war-
torn northwest region held by the rebels -- and the number was expected to rise.

International sanctions have made rebuilding difficult amid the fighting, and the task
just became more daunting. Khaled Hboubati, head of the Syrian Arab Red Crescent,
appealed to nations to lift sanctions.
“We need heavy equipment, ambulances and firefighting vehicles to continue to
rescue and remove the rubble, and this entails lifting sanctions on Syria as soon as
possible,” Hboubati said Tuesday.
"Our volunteers are ready, but we lack equipment.”

Electric, natural gas infrastructure severely damaged
Turkish Energy and Natural Resources Minister Fatih Dönmez said the quakes
severely damaged electricity and natural gas transmission and distribution lines.
State pipeline operator BOTAŞ and major power supplier Enerjisa said they
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were examining and repairing damage around the clock “under very difficult weather
and terrain conditions.”

Some repair work has been completed, yet some regions were not supplied with power
for safety reasons, Engerjis said.

Turkey declares 3-month state of emergency
Erdogan declared a three-month state of emergency in 10 southern provinces. Flags
were lowered to half-staff as the country observes seven days of national mourning.
He said 13 million of the country’s 85 million people were affected in some way by
the disaster.
"Our biggest relief is that over 8,000 of our citizens have been rescued from the
rubble so far," Erdogan said.

Children among the most vulnerable
UNICEF, the United Nations Children's Fund, said its immediate focus is on ensuring
children and families have access to safe drinking water and sanitation services,
reuniting kids with families, providing "psychological first aid" and getting schools,
now many of them being used for temporary housing, reopened.

Displaced families in northwest Syria and Syrian refugee families living in Turkey in
informal settlements are among the most vulnerable, UNICEF spokesman James
Elder said.

"Communities are grappling with an ongoing cholera outbreak and heavy rain and
snow," Elder said. "In this context, and one of more than a decade of conflict, this
earthquake is utterly unbearable."

Wintry weather impedes search for the living
Attempts to reach survivors were hindered by temperatures near freezing and close to
200 aftershocks, which made the search through unstable structures perilous.

Nurgul Atay told The Associated Press she could hear her mother’s voice beneath the
rubble of a collapsed building in the city of Antakya, the capital of Hatay province,
but efforts to get into the ruins had been futile without any rescue crews and heavy
equipment to help.

“If only we could lift the concrete slab we’d be able to reach her,” Atay said. “My
mother is 70 years old; she won’t be able to withstand this for long.”

The relief operation often struggled to reach devastated towns, and voices that had
been crying out from the rubble fell silent.

“We could hear their voices, they were calling for help,” said Ali Silo, whose two
relatives could not be saved in the Turkish town of Nurdag.

Thousands left homeless
In Turkey’s Hatay province, thousands of people sheltered in sports centers or fair
halls, while others spent the night outside, huddled in blankets around fires. In the
Turkish city of Gaziantep, a provincial capital about 20 miles southeast of the



epicenter, people took refuge in shopping malls, stadiums, mosques and community
centers.

On the Syrian side, the affected area is divided between government-controlled
territory and the country’s last opposition-held enclave, which is surrounded by
Russian-backed government forces.

Strained medical centers overflowed with the wounded, rescue workers said. Some
buildings remained standing but were no longer structurally sound and had to be
emptied, including a maternity hospital, according to the Syrian American Medical
Society.

"We’ve been receiving victims of the quake as they come in, all while simultaneously
working to guarantee the well-being of our over 1,700 staff members in Syria, and the
90 at the epicenter near Gaziantep,” said Dr. Amjad Rass, the SAMS president.
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